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Abstract

Some places are imagined as being “ahead” of others. Often, such imaginings express variegated positioning in shared worlds of transition (particular places connoting either a developmental leading edge or dystopian nadir). In other cases, a place may be cast as diagnostic of wider emergent conditions, or as a prototypical harbinger of the yet to come. I take such imaginings as the starting point for human geographical examination of the future. Answering my framing question – where is the future? – is partly a matter of considering where place-based imaginings of futurity come from; it also entails analysis of which places are depicted as ahead, how and why. But above all, I deploy “where is the future?” as a means of directing attention to the active role that places, sites and (what Thomas Gieryn terms) “truth spots” play in the imagining and active (re)making of possible worlds. I intend to pursue that line of thinking as a book project that intertwines several strands of my past and ongoing empirical research at NUS. In this seminar, however, I focus mainly on cultural geography work carried out in Malaysia from the 1990s – a time when national political horizons of the future were centred upon Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad’s Vision 2020. Where was the future when an aspirational “fully developed” Malaysia of 2020 was still many decades away? What did Vision 2020 (un)do, both politically and through the everyday lives and spatial practices of ordinary Malaysians? I engage those contextually specific issues as a way into wider geographical conceptualization of worlds in the making.
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